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Identify KAMs per company
Analyze big-picture trends by specific KAM topics 
Discover the impact of KAMs on the market 
Quickly understand KAMs by industry to identify best practices
Benchmark KAM disclosures by number, type, length, and word choice across industries and peers

The Audit Analytics Canadian Key Audit Matters database features Key Audit Matters (KAMs) disclosed
by independent auditors of every Canadian Issuer. We track the title, description, conclusion, and
normalized topic so you can focus on interpretation and analysis. This database makes it easy to:
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A structured database to help you research, benchmark, and analyze the new standard. 



Be a step ahead by thoroughly understanding KAMs and their impact. 

Serving more than 450 institutions and thousands of professionals globally,

Audit Analytics provides corporate gatekeepers and stakeholders with

unique data and insights. Through our online platform and enterprise data

feeds, Audit Analytics is used every day to empower accounting, financial,

and academic professionals with the informative content critical to impact

their work. As a trusted source for research, our data is collected,

organized, and analyzed with rigor by our expert team of researchers.

The Audit Analytics Canadian Key Audit Matters database features Key Audit Matters disclosed by
independent auditors of every Canadian issuer. We track the title, description, conclusion, and
normalized topics so you can focus on interpretation and analysis. 

As the market leader, this is just one of our 50+ databases available. Canadian Key Audit Matters and
all other databases have been standardized and cleaned through significant manual review for
accuracy and consistency. This guarantees the highest quality and most extensive data in the industry.
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COVERAGE:
Canadian Issuers

SOURCE:

DATA SINCE:
December 15, 2020*

All common SEDAR report types

DATA ACCESSIBILITY:
Online Search | Data Feed | Excel

*Also includes those voluntarily disclosed prior to the regulation 


